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1. Introduction

I wish to thank Alok Bhargava for organizing a discussion of this interesting pa-
per by Adams et al. My discussion will focus on quite generic philosophical, sta-
tistical, and modelling issues that arise when inferring causal e0ects from complex
panel and time series data. The analysis of Adams et al. appears to be driven by the
following philosophical proposition: when the sample size is large and a test of the
statistical hypothesis of Granger non-causality accepts, one can validly infer lack of
causation based on observational panel and/or time series data, even in the absence
of subject-matter-speci5c background knowledge; however, because of the possibility
of hidden (unmeasured) common causes, it is never possible to infer causality in the
absence of background knowledge. In this discussion, I will argue that the authors’
apparent philosophical belief that it is possible to infer lack of causation from lack
of association in the absence of substantive subject-matter knowledge implicitly uses
the “faithfulness analysis” of causation made explicit by Spirtes et al. (1993) in their
book Causation, Prediction and Search and implemented in their computer program
Tetrad. In Section 2, I review the assumptions underlying a “faithfulness analysis”. In
Section 3, I will describe some of the surprising implications of these analyses due
to Spirtes et al. (1993) and Pearl and Verma (1991). Speci5cally, I will show that in
certain speci5c settings and contrary to the intuitions of the authors’, it is also possible
to infer causality using a faithfulness analysis.
Sections 2 and 3 are devoted to describing how a faithfulness analysis can be used to

infer causation and non-causation based on dependencies and independencies found in
observational data in the absence of subject-matter speci5c background knowledge. In
Section 4, I argue, following Robins (1997) and Robins and Wasserman (1999), that a
faithfulness analysis is not appropriate when, as in most econometric and epidemiologic
studies, the probability that any two given study variables have no common cause
is close to zero. As a consequence, in most econometric and epidemiologic studies,
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small causal e0ects can never be ruled in nor ruled out based on observational data
and background substantive knowledge is required to rule in or out even fairly large
causal e0ects. In Section 7, I recommend a sensitivity analysis approach to causal
inference as an alternative to a faithfulness analysis approach. I conclude by outlining a
unifying Bayesian approach that clari5es the relationship between a faithfulness analysis
approach and a sensitivity analysis approach.
To motivate the remainder of my discussion, I now describe another quite surprising

implication of a “faithfulness analysis” of causation that is treated in detail in Example
4 of Section 2. Suppose in the author’s notation St = (S1t ; S2t) has two components,
(Ht; S1t ; S2t) are temporarily ordered as indicated, and we have correctly speci5ed para-
metric models for f(Ht | ESt−1; EHt−1) and f(S2t | S1t ; ESt−1; EHt) where for any process
Zt , Z= {Zt ; t¿ 0} denotes the entire process, EZt = (Z0; Z1; Z2; : : : ; Zt) denotes the his-
tory through t, and we have not imposed the Markov assumption of Adams et al. to
keep the discussion more non-parametric. Suppose we 5t the above models and use
5tted models to carry out a life course simulation as in Adams et al. in which we
intervene and set S1t to s1t for t = 0; 1; 2; : : : : Suppose the simulated distribution of
Ht does not depend but the distribution of S2(t−1) does depend on the values s1j to
which we set S1j for j6 t−1. Robins (1986, 1989) refers to the simulated distribution
of Ht as the Monte Carlo parametric g-computation algorithm estimator of the law of
Ht . Then, using a faithfulness analysis of causation, we can surprisingly conclude that
S=(S1;S2) is non-causal for H={Ht ; t¿ 0} even when, based on a correct model for
f(Ht | ESt−1; EHt−1), both (i) a test of the statistical Granger non-causality hypothesis

Ht � ESt−1 | EHt−1 for all t¿ 0 (1)

rejects where A � B |C means A is independent of B given C and (ii) the simulated
distribution of Ht depends on the value of sj = (s1j; s2j), j¡ t to which we set Sj =
(S1j; S2j) in a life course simulation in which we intervened on both components of
Sj. Note (i) and (ii) are logically equivalent. To summarize, a faithfulness analysis
of causation implies S does not cause H if either (a) the Granger non-causality test
of (1) accepts or (b) a simulated intervention on S1 = {S1t ; t ¿ 0} has an e0ect on
S2 ={S2t ; t ¿ 0} but not on H. We argue in Section 4 that when S does not cause H,
one is more likely to detect this fact by criteria (b) than by criteria (a) in the absence
of measurement error in S1 and S2. In Section 5, we show this is no longer the case
if S1 or S2 is measured with error.
Let ‘NULL’ be the set of all laws {f(Ht+1 | ESt ; EHt); f(S2t | S1t ; ESt−1; EHt); t=0; 1; 2; : : :}

for which (i) the Granger non-causality hypothesis (1) is false and (ii) a simulated
intervention on S1 has an e0ect on S2 but not on H. It is important to be able to
detect whether a member of this set generated the data, because, under a faithfulness
analysis of causality, this would imply no causal e0ect of S on H. In Section 5, we
show that if S1t is continuous and S2t is dichotomous, and we model f(Ht+1 | ESt ; EHt)
and f(S2t | S1t ; ESt−1; EHt) using the linear latent variable models described by Eqs. (2)–
(4) of Adams et al. then, when the true data generating process lies in ‘NULL,’ we
are guaranteed to falsely reject the hypothesis ‘NULL’ with probability approaching
one. The reason is that the set ‘NULL’ and set of laws represented by Adams et al.’s
linear latent variable models have an empty intersection when S1t is continuous and
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S2t is dichotomous. It follows that when the true law is in “NULL”, the Adams et
al. Models (2)–(4) must be misspeci5ed; as a consequence an analysis based on these
models will incorrectly discover an apparent simulated life course e0ect of S1 on H
due to this model misspeci5cation. This problem 5rst identi5ed in Robins (1986) has
been referred to as the null paradox by Robins and Wasserman (1997).

In Section 6, we describe three alternative models for the joint distribution of (H;S)
that avoid the null paradox exhibited by Adams et al. Models (2)–(4): marginal struc-
tural models, structural nested models, and a modi5cation of the linear latent variable
model suggested by Cox and Wermuth (1999). Marginal structural models and struc-
tural nested models also form the basis of the sensitivity analysis approach recom-
mended in Section 7.

2. Causation, directed acyclic graphs and faithfulness

Consider a study in which there exists a set of M temporally ordered random vari-
ables V = (V1; : : : ; VM ) with density f(v) with respect to a dominating measure �.
Here v is a realization of V. Let A = EAK = (A0; : : : ; AK) ⊂ V be a temporally or-
dered subset of V where for any variable Xt , EX t = (X0; : : : ; Xt) is the history of that
variable up to t. Let Z0 be all members of V that are temporally prior to A0, Zt be
all members of V that are temporally prior to At but after At−1, and ZK+1 be all the
members of V that are subsequent to AK . Then we can write the density of V as
f(v) =

∏K+1
t=0 f(zt | Ezt ; Eat−1)

∏K
t=0 f(at | Ezt ; Eat−1) with Ez−1 ≡ Ea−1 ≡ 0. Now, given a set

d= (d0; : : : ; dK) of conditional densities dt = dt(at | Ezt ; Eat−1) for At | EZt; EAt−1, let

fd(v) =
K+1∏
t=0

f(zt | Ezt−1; Eat−1)
K∏
t=0

dt(at | Ezt ; Eat−1) (2)

be the density of V formed by replacing the density f(at | Ezt ; Eat−1) that generated the
data by dt(at | Ezt ; Eat−1). Let fint

d (v) be the density of V that would result if one had
intervened and, possibly contrary to fact, conducted a sequential randomized trial in
which At had been randomly assigned with randomization probability dt(at | Ezt ; Eat−1).
We shall call d a treatment regime or strategy for A and fint

d (v) the causal e0ect
of d on V. Let D(A) be the set of regimes for A. We write fint

d (x) and fd(x) for
the marginal density of X ⊂ V under fint

d (v) and fd(v). If each dt(at | Ezt ; Eat−1) is
a degenerate distribution putting mass 1 on at = d̃t( Ezt ; Eat−1), we say the regime d
is the non-random regime d̃ = (d̃0; : : : ; d̃K) characterized by the functions d̃0; : : : ; d̃K .
Otherwise d is random. Let a∗ = (a∗0 ; : : : ; a

∗
K) be a realization of A. If for each t a

non-random regime d̃t( Ezt ; Eat−1) takes the value a∗t for all ( Ezt ; Eat−1), we say that the
non-random regime d̃ is non-dynamic and write d̃= a∗; otherwise it is dynamic.

De!nition I. If, for given sets A and X ⊂ V\A and regime d∈D(A), fd(x)=fint
d (x),

we say that, given data on V, there is no confounding for the causal e0ect of A on X
under regime d.
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In the language of the Adams et al. paper, if the density of X one would ob-
tain by simulating from fd(x) is the same as the intervention density fint

d (x) then
there is no confounding and the intervention distribution fint

d (x) is identi5ed from
the joint distribution of the Zt | EAt−1; EZt−1, t = 0; : : : ; K . As Adams et al. point out,
in an observational study one can never be certain that the identi5able distribution
fd(x) equals fint

d (x) because of the possibility that there exist direct common causes
of A and X that are not contained in V. Robins (1986) referred to fd(x) as the
g-computation algorithm formula (hereafter g-formula) for the density of X
under regime d. Because fd(x) and D(A) depend on the particular variables
included in V we write fvd(x) and Dv(A) when we wish to make this dependence
explicit.

De!nition. If for every set A ⊂ V and every regime d∈D(A), fd(v) = fint
d (v), we

say that the set V is a causal system.

De!nition. Given a causal system V, we say treatment A= EAK = (A0; : : : ; AK) is not a
cause of the set of variables X ⊂ V if fd(x) = fint

d (x) is the same for all d∈D(A).
Otherwise, we say that A is a cause of X.

Remark. A suMcient (but not necessary) condition for V to be a causal system is
that V is the observed data from an underlying recursive non-parametric structural
equation model (NPSEM) as in Pearl (1995) or a 5nest fully randomized causally
interpreted structured tree graph (FRCISTG) as in Robins (1986). Indeed, a NPSEM ⇒
FRCISTG ⇒ causal system. See Robins (1995, 2002) for further discussion. Indeed, a
linear recursive structural equation model (SEM) with normal errors can be interpreted
as a causal system.

A causal system has an elegant and informative graphical representation using di-
rected acyclic graphs (DAGs) that is described in Theorem 1 below. A DAG G is a
set of vertices (nodes) with arrows (directed edges) between some pairs of vertices
such that there are no directed cycles, i.e., one cannot start at a vertex and follow a
directed path back to that vertex. A directed path from vertex A to vertex B is a se-
quence of vertices starting at A and ending at B of the form A → X1 → · · · → Xk → B
where the X ’s represent other vertices. For any node Vm, we let PAm;G denote the set
of nodes that are parents of Vm on G (i.e., those nodes with arrows pointing directly
into Vm). We associate with a DAG G and a set V=(V1; : : : ; VM ) of random variables
represented by the vertices of the DAG, a statistical model F(G) which consist of all
densities f(v) that factorize as

f(v) =
M∏

m=1

f(vm |pam;G): (3)

A density f(v) that is in F(G) is said to be represented by G. The descendants of
Vm are those variables that can be reached starting from Vm by following a directed
path. The ancestors of Vm are those variables which have Vm as a descendant. Pearl
(1988) proves the following.
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Lemma 1. Assumption (3) is equivalent to the assumption that each variable Vm

on the DAG G is statistically independent of its non-descendants conditional on its
parents.

Assumption (3) logically implies additional conditional and unconditional statistical
independencies beyond those described in Lemma 1. The d-separation criteria of Pearl
(1988) and Lauritzen et al. (1990) shows how to obtain all conditional and uncondi-
tional independencies implied by (3). Speci5cally (3) implies that a set of variables X
is conditionally independent of another set of variables Y given a third set of variables
Z if X is d-separated from Y given Z on the graph, where d-separation is a statement
about the topology of the graph. To describe d-separation we 5rst need to de5ne the
moralized ancestral graph generated by the variables in X, Y, and Z. In the following
a path between two variables is any unbroken sequence of edges (regardless of the
directions of the arrows) connecting the two nodes.

De!nition (Lauritzen et al., 1990): The moralized ancestral graph generated by the
variables in X, Y, and Z is formed as follows:

(i) Remove from the DAG all nodes (and corresponding edges) except those
contained in the sets X, Y, and Z and their ancestors.

(ii) Next, connect by an edge every pair of nodes that share a common child.

De!nition. X is d-separated from Y given Z if and only if on the moralized ancestral
graph generated by X, Y, and Z, some node in Z intercepts (i.e., lies on) any path
between any node in X and any node in Y. If X is not d-separated from Y given Z
we say X and Y are d-connected given Z.
A distribution f(v) that is represented by G is said to be faithful to G if it does

not have any additional conditional and unconditional independencies beyond those
implied, through the d-separation criteria, by (3). For a faithful density f(v), X and
Y are statistically independent given Z if and only if X is d-separated from Y given
Z. We let Ffaith(G) ⊂ F(G) be the set of faithful distributions.

De!nition. We say that there is a directed path from a set of nodes A to set of nodes
X on a DAG G if and only if there is a directed path from some element of A to
some element of X. Further, we say the ordered set V = (V1; : : : ; VM ) of vertices of a
DAG G are consistent with G if no Vj is a descendant of any Vi with i¿ j.

Theorem 1 (Spirtes et al., 1993). Suppose V is a causal system and f(v)∈F(G) for
some DAG G consistent with V. If there is no directed path from A to X then A is
not a cause of X. Conversely, if f(v)∈Ffaith(G), then a directed path from A to X
implies A is a cause of X. That is, if f(v)∈Ffaith(G), then A is a cause of X if and
only if there is a directed path from A to X.

Suppose V is a causal system and f(v)∈F(G) for DAG G. Then we say that A is
a direct cause of X (relative to the variables in G) if some member of A is a parent of
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some member of X. We conclude from Lemma 1 that each variable in V is independent
of all variables that it does not causally inPuence (i.e., its non-descendants) conditional
on its direct causes (i.e., parents). Spirtes et al. (1993) refer to this statement as the
causal Markov assumption.
Spirtes et al. (1993) and Pearl and Verma (1991) propose methods for drawing

casual conclusions from associations found in observational data based on the following
assumption.
Faithfulness assumption: The distribution of any set of observed variables O is the

marginal distribution f(o)=
∫
f(o; u) d�(u) for O from a density f(v)=f(o; u) faithful

to a DAG G whose vertex set V = (O;U) is a causal system. This notation does not
imply that O is temporal prior to U.
The faithfulness assumption is referred to as the stability assumption in Pearl (2000).

One justi5cation for the faithfulness assumption is that, in cases where the model F(G)
can be parameterized by a 5nite dimensional parametric family, the subset of unfaithful
distributions typically has Lebesgue measure zero on the parameter space and thus is a
priori unlikely. The faithfulness assumption states that we ignore the possibility that the
data were generated by one of these a priori unlikely distributions. A more intuitive,
philosophical justi5cation is considered in Section 4. The faithfulness assumption is
used as follows in a faithfulness analysis of causation.
Faithfulness analysis of causation: Suppose in an observational study the distribution

f(o) of the observed variables was known. Spirtes et al. (1993) and Pearl and Verma
(1991) then show how to 5nd all DAGs G(j); j = 1; 2; : : : with the vertex set V( j) =
(O;U( j)) such that f(o) is the marginal of a density f(o; u( j))∈Ffaith(G(j)) and the
partial ordering of G

( j)
is consistent with what is known about the temporal ordering of

the elements of O. The U( j) are the hidden (unobserved) variables in V( j). Next, the
causal and non-causal relationships implied by the topology of G(j) and the assumption
that V( j) is a causal system are obtained using Theorem 1. Finally, the causal and
non-causal relationships that are true in each and every G(j) are reported as causal
and non-causal, respectively, since it is possible that any of the V( j) could be the
true causal system generating the data. No decision is o0ered concerning causal and
non-causal relations that are true in some but not every G(j). The fast causal inference
(FCI) algorithm of Spirtes et al. (1993) implements a faithfulness analysis of causation.

3. Examples

We now describe the results of applying a faithfulness analysis of causation to a
number of examples. Examples 2–4 are the examples mentioned in the introduction.
For the moment, we assume that we are given the joint distribution of the observed
variables O.

Example 1. Suppose that O=(S; H) with S and H univariate and S and H are statisti-
cally independent. It follows by applying the FCI algorithm that in all the G(j) de5ned
above, (i) S and H are not connected by a directed path so neither causes the other
and (ii) S and H do not have a common ancestor so they do not share a common
cause.
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Example 2. Suppose O = (H;S) where, as in the introduction H = {Ht ; t¿ 0} and
S= {St ; t¿ 0} and the variables are ordered by time t and St follows Ht . Suppose the
Granger non-causality null hypothesis (1) is true for all t. Then it follows by applying
the FCI algorithm that, in all G(j), no element of S is ancestor of an element of H (so
S does not cause H) and whenever t ¡ t′, St and Ht′ have no unmeasured common
direct cause (i.e., all common parents are in O).

Example 3. Suppose (S1; S2; H) are univariate and temporally ordered as indicated, and
S1�H | S2 is the only conditional or unconditional independence satis5ed by their law.
Then it follows by applying the FCI algorithm that, in all G(j), S2 is a cause of H , S1
is not a cause of H , S2 and H have no common cause, and S1 and H have no common
cause. Hence our faithfulness analysis has succeeded in inferring S2 is a cause of H
in the absence of any substantive background knowledge.

Example 4. Suppose O = (H;S) where, as in the introduction H = {Ht ; t¿ 0} and
S = {St ; t¿ 0} = (S1;S2) and the variables are ordered by time t and Ht precedes
S1t which precedes S2t . We need the following de5nition concerning sets of variable
A;X;O with A ∩ X =? and A ∪ X ⊂ O.

De!nition (Robins, 1986): The “g”-null hypothesis for the e0ect of A on X based on
O holds if the g-formula density fod(x) for X based on the variables in O is the same
for all regimes d∈Do(A).

Suppose that the Granger null hypothesis (1) is false. Further suppose that the
“g”-null hypothesis based on O holds for the e0ect of S1 on H but not for the e0ect
of S1 on S2. This latter supposition is equivalent to the supposition that a simulated
intervention on S1 has an e0ect on S2 but not on H. The “g-null” theorem of Robins
(1986) states that the “g”-null hypothesis for the e0ect of S1 on H based on O holds
if and only if

S1t � (Ht+1; Ht+2; : : :) | ESt−1; EHt; t¿ 0: (4)

We assume that (4) represents the only conditional or unconditional independences
satis5ed by f(O). Then it follows by applying the FCI algorithm that, in all G(j), no
element of S is ancestor of an element of H (so S does not cause H) and whenever
t ¡ t′, S1t and Ht′ have no unmeasured common direct cause (i.e., all common parents
are in O).
In practice, the law of O is unknown; instead we might observe (O1; : : : ;On); n

i.i.d. draws from the unknown law of O. In that case, Spirtes et al. (1993) suggest that
when a p-value for a test of a particular conditional or unconditional independence
is suMciently large (say ¿ 0:5) and the sample size n is large, one can conclude
independence holds in the population and apply the above faithfulness analysis.

4. Intuitive justi!cation for a faithfulness analysis and a critique

In this section, I give the intuitive justi5cation o0ered by Pearl and Verma (1991)
and Spirtes et al. (1993) for a faithfulness analysis in the context of the above
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U                     S                  H U                     S                  H
W1

W2

                  DAG 1 DAG 2

U….    S1t              S2t          Ht+1         S1(t+1)         S2(t+1)         Ht+2…..

DAG 3:  U is prior to Ho

DAG 3 is complete except (1) S1j is not a child of U for all j.
(2) Hj is not a child of any S1t or S2t for all j,t.

S

Fig. 1. Some casual graphs.

examples. I also describe the objections to this justi5cation raised by myself and Larry
Wasserman.
Consider again Example 1 of Section 3. Let DAG 1 in Fig. 1 represent a causal

system V = (U; S; H) where U includes all unmeasured potential common causes of
a particular social factor S and heath outcome H . To ease the exposition, we assume
for the moment U is unidimensional and DAG 1 represents a linear recursive SEM in
which all disturbances (error terms) are normal with mean zero, and U; S and H have
variance one. The lower case letters in DAG 1 denote path coeMcients. If, as a fact
of nature, a path coeMcient is zero, then the corresponding arrow is to be regarded as
“missing”. For example, if S causes H , the path coeMcient s di0ers from zero. In con-
trast, if S does not cause H , s equals zero and the arrow from S to H can be removed.
We 5rst assume that we know the law of O = (S; H) and that S

∐
H . Spirtes et al.

(1993) then conclude that S does not cause H (i.e., s = 0) as follows. The only way
we could have S

∐
H is for one of the following to hold.

Explanation (1). U is a common cause (u1u2 �= 0) and S causes H (s �= 0), but the
magnitudes of the path coeMcients (u1; u2; s) are perfectly balanced (i.e., s− u1u2 = 0)
in such a way to make S

∐
H .

Explanation (2). U is not a common cause (u1u2 = 0) and S does not cause H (s=0)
so the arrow from S to H and at least one of the arrows from U are erased resulting
in DAG 2, say, shown in Fig. 1.
Spirtes et al. (1993) then proceed to rule out Explanation (1) (which is always a

logical mathematical possibility) by the following “faithfulness” argument: Since the
subset {(u1; u2; s); u1u2 − s = 0} of path coeMcients that will make S

∐
H when
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u1u2 �= 0 and s �= 0 has Lebesgue measure zero in R3, the “prior” probability of Ex-
planation (1) occurring is zero (since Explanation (1) requires such “fortuitous” values
of the path coeMcients). Thus, we are left with Explanation (2) and the corresponding
graph DAG 2. Note since S

∐
H , we refer to this argument as a faithfulness argu-

ment because the rejected Explanation (1) implies that the law of V = (U; S; H) is not
faithful to any DAG 1, while the accepted Explanation (2) implies that the law of
V is faithful to DAG 2. In summary, we have gone from no population association
to inferring no causation in the absence of any subject matter speci5c knowledge by
using a faithfulness argument; indeed, we did not need knowledge of the real world
variables represented by S and H .
I fully agree with Spirtes et al. (1993) that the prior probability of Explanation (1)

is zero. However, Spirtes et al. (1993) then conclude that Explanation (2) must be
the proper explanation and thus conclude S does not cause H . It is this last step with
which I disagree. This step can only be justi5ed if the prior probability that U is not
a common cause (u1u2 = 0) is greater than zero. Otherwise, both Explanations (1)
and (2) are events of probability zero and so their relative likelihood is not de5ned
without further assumptions. Now the Lebesgue measure in R2 of the event “u1u2 =0”
is also zero. It follows that Spirtes et al. (1993) are making the “hidden” assumption
that the event that a path coeMcient has value zero (i.e., that an arrow is missing on
the graph) has a non-zero probability. On this “hidden” assumption, Explanation (2)
does have a positive probability, and we can conclude that S does not cause H . Now
I do agree that, for any two given variables, the probability that the path coeMcient
between them is zero (i.e., that neither variable causes the other) is non-zero. But in
the epidemiologic example in which we are trying to determine whether a particular S
causes a particular heath outcome H , if, as assumed, V = (U; S; H) is a causal system,
then the unmeasured variable U on DAG 1 does not represent the single variable we
have been assuming for expositional convenience, but rather represents all possible
unmeasured common causes of S and H . It follows that if there exists any common
cause of S and H , Explanation (2) is false.
Now I (and every other epidemiologist I know) believe that, given a suMciently

large sample size, a test for independence between any two variables recorded in an
observational study will reject due to the existence of unmeasured common causes
(confounders). Thus, we teach epidemiology students that, with certainty (i.e., with
prior probability 1), Explanation (2) will not occur (once we understand that U repre-
sents the conglomeration of all unmeasured potential common causes). It follows that
we cannot conclude Explanation (2) is to be preferred to Explanation (1). Thus, we
cannot conclude that S does not cause H .
Suppose, however, that, although Explanations (1) and (2) both have zero prior

probability and one believes under further reasonable assumptions and with respect
to some measure, the relative likelihood of Explanation (1) is in5nitely greater than
that of Explanation (2). We now argue that even so, nonetheless, in realistic studies
with their 5nite sample size, we should still not invoke “a faithfulness analysis” and
conclude that S does not cause H when S and H are uncorrelated in the data.
Consider a realistic study, even a very large one, with its 5nite sample size. Then,

even if, in the data, the sample correlation $̂ between S and H is exactly zero and
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the p-value is precisely 1:0, nonetheless, due to sampling variability, there will exist
a con5dence interval around the null estimate of the association parameter $ between
S and H . Since, as argued above, our prior probability that in truth S and H are
independent is zero, (as Explanations (1) and (2) both have prior probability zero), our
posterior odds of the hypothesis that the population correlation $ is exactly zero will
be zero compared to the hypothesis that S and H are dependent with their $ lying in
the small con5dence interval surrounding zero. Thus, again, we would not necessarily
conclude that S does not cause H since the event that we “almost” have balanced
confounding (s− u1u2 �= 0 but small) need not have a prior probability of near 0 and
thus its posterior probability need not be small. However, if, based on subject matter
knowledge, we believed that the magnitude of the confounding by the conglomerate
variable U was small (u1u2 �= 0 but small) and that s had a reasonable prior probability
of being 0, then we would conclude, based on a formal Bayesian analysis, that the
posterior probability that s was 0 exceeded 1

2 and thus that S likely did not cause
H . This analysis would, of course, rePect our subject matter knowledge and would
not be based on the subject-matter-independent philosophical principle of a faithfulness
analysis. Humphreys and Freedman (1996) make a closely related argument.
More generally, Robins and Wasserman (1999) prove that under an asymptotics for

which the probability of no unmeasured common causes is small relative to sample size
neither causal nor non-causal relationships are identi5able from observational data in
the absence of substantive background knowledge, even if the faithfulness assumption
is true. They also argue that such an asymptotics accurately captures the beliefs of
most practicing epidemiologists.
In most observational studies there will exist measured pretreatment potential com-

mon causes. The above critique applies to this case by arguing conditionally on these
measured variables. Indeed, as emphasized by Greenland and Robins (1986), Pearl and
Verma (1991), and Spirtes et al. (1993), conditioning on pretreatment variables has
the potential to increase rather than decrease the degree of selection bias. Further, in
my opinion, there will always remain unmeasured common causes.
We next consider the implications of the above justi5cation for and critique of a

faithfulness analysis for the other examples of Section 3. Consider 5rst Example 3. In
Robins (1997, Section 11), I describe Pearl and Verma’s (1991) and Spirtes et al.’s
(1993) intuitive justi5cation for and my critique of the conclusion that one can infer
that S2 causes H in Example 3 from associations found in the data. My exposition
there so closely tracts the exposition just given that I am near certain that any reader
will acknowledge that (i) if one agrees with Spirtes et al. (1993) that one can infer
non-causality in Example 1 in the absence of substantive knowledge then one can
infer causality in Example 3 and (ii) if one agrees with me that one cannot infer
non-causality in Example 1 in the absence of substantive knowledge then one cannot
infer causality in Example 3.
Turn now to Example 2. The only di0erence between Example 2 and that discussed

in the last paragraph of my critique of Example 1 is quantitative in that we have
repeated tests (one for each t) of the Granger null hypothesis (1). Based on my critique
under Example 1, I do not believe Adams et al. are justi5ed in inferring non-causality
when the tests of (1) do not reject without 5rst arguing quantitatively, based on subject
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matter knowledge, about the likelihood that a non-zero causal e0ect of S on H is nearly
balanced by an association induced by unmeasured common causes. Furthermore, if
the authors do disagree with my critique and believe they are still justi5ed in inferring
non-causality in Example 2, then I believe that, to be logically consistent, they must
also believe that one can infer causality in the setting of Example 3 and non-causality
in the setting of Example 4, as both conclusions are based on the same faithfulness
analysis that is required to justify the conclusion of Example 2.
Next consider Example 4. The distribution f(O) of Example 4 is the marginal of a

distribution that is faithful to DAG 3 of Fig. 1. Faithfulness follows from the fact that
the only conditional independences among the variables in O implied by G is Eq. (4).
Let DAG Granger be DAG 3 with all arrows from U to S2 removed. The distribution
f(O) of Example 2 is the marginal of a distribution that is faithful to DAG Granger
since the only conditional independences among the variables in O implied by DAG
Granger is (1). If the vertex set V = (U;O) is a causal system, then for both DAG 3
and DAG Granger, we see from Theorem 1 that S=(S1;S2) does not cause H. Because
DAGs 3 and Granger are representative of all DAGS G(j) obtained in a faithfulness
analysis of Examples 4 and 2, respectively, S = (S1;S2) does not cause H in either
example under a faithfulness analysis. Intuitively the reason we could infer no e0ect
of S= (S1;S2) on H in DAG 3 is that S1t is acting like an instrumental variable for
S2t : S1t itself is correlated with S2t , does not directly cause H, and is unconfounded
in the sense that there is no unmeasured common direct cause of S1t and H. In DAG
Granger, both S1t and S2t are unconfounded in the sense that there is no unmeasured
common direct cause of either S1t or S2t and H.
Suppose one disagrees with my view and believes the prior probability of no un-

measured common direct causes, though quite small, is not too small to invalidate a
faithfulness analysis of causation. Even so, one would expect that it is much more
likely that only S1t and H have no unmeasured common direct cause than that both S1t
and S2t have no unmeasured common direct cause with H. Thus tests of the Granger
null hypothesis (1) should succeed much less often than tests of the null hypothesis
(4) (or equivalently tests of the “g”-null hypothesis that simulated intervention on S1
has an e0ect on S2 but not on H) in ‘discovering’ S = (S1;S2) does not cause H.
Actually, as shown in the next section, this argument only holds when, as we have
assumed thus far, neither S1 nor S2 is measured with error.
In summary, I believe the conclusions drawn in Examples 1–4 using a faithful-

ness analysis all stand or fall together. Further, it is my opinion they should fall. An
alternative approach to causal inference that I endorse is described in Section 7.

5. Measurement error

Adams et al. recognize that measurement error is a threat to the validity of causal
analyses. We now discuss the e0ect of random measurement error on a faithfulness
analysis of causality in Examples 1–4. We shall suppose all variables are continuous
and for any univariate variable Zt , let Z∗

t = Zt + % where % denotes mean zero mea-
surement error that is independent of Zt , all other variables Yt , and across subject and
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time. In Example 1, if we observe (S∗; H∗) rather than (S; H), we will still correctly
infer that S does not cause H since S � H implies S∗ � H∗. In Example 2, if S
is measured with error but H is not so we observe (S∗;H), we will still correctly
infer S does not cause H since (1) implies Ht � ES∗

t−1 | EHt−1. But if H is measured
with error we will fail to conclude that S does not cause H since (1) does not imply
H∗

t � ESt−1 | EH∗
t−1. In Example 4, we will fail to correctly conclude that S does not

cause H if any of S1;S2 or H is measured with error since (4) does not imply (i)
S∗
1t � (Ht+1; Ht+2; : : :) | ES∗

1(t−1); ES2(t−1); EHt , (ii) S1t � (Ht+1; Ht+2; : : :) | ES1(t−1); ES∗
2(t−1); EHt ,

or (iii) S1t � (H∗
t+1; H

∗
t+2; : : :) | ES1(t−1); ES2(t−1); EH∗

t . As discussed in Robins (1987), con-
dition (i) implies that, even in the absence of model misspeci5cation, a simulated
intervention on S∗1 based on data O∗ = (S∗1 ;S2;H) will show an “e0ect” on H (i.e.,
the g-formula density fo

∗
d (h) will depend on d∈Do

∗
(S∗1)). In other words, random

measurement error in the treatment S1 will lead to one to incorrectly conclude that
S1 has an e0ect on H from a simulated intervention on S1. This example provides an
interesting exception to the ‘rule’ that random mismeasurement of treatment does not
lead to bias under the null hypothesis of no treatment e0ect. The reason for the excep-
tion is that S1t not only functions as a treatment at time t but also as a measured proxy
for an unmeasured causal confounder U1t for the e0ect of the treatment at time S1(t+1)

given at t+1. However, when mismeasured, S1t is unavailable to control confounding
by the unmeasured causal factor U1t , resulting in bias even under the null hypothesis
of no e0ect of S1(t+1).
Finally, in Example 3 we will correctly conclude that S2 causes H when S1 and H

are mismeasured but not when S2 is mismeasured since S1 �H |S2 implies S∗
1 �H∗|S2

but not S1 � H |S∗
2 .

6. The null paradox

Consider a simpli5ed version of Example 4, where we observeO=(S1t ; S2t ; S1(t+1); Ht+1)
in this temporal order at time t = 0 only. That is, we are assuming Ht and S2(t+1) are
each zero with probability 1, as this results in less cluttered notation without a0ecting
the following argument. We assume that S1t , S1(t+1), and Ht+1 are continuous variables
but S2t is dichotomous. Specializing the assumptions of Example 4 to this setting,
we shall assume that the Granger non-causality hypothesis (1) is false in the sense
that Ht+1 is not independent of (S1t ; S2t ; S1(t+1)). Further, we assume that a simulated
intervention on S1 a0ects S2 but not H , which implies that fod=(s1t ; s1(t+1))(s2t = 1) ≡
pr[S2t = 1 | S1t = s1t] depends on the value s1t that we set in the intervention but
that fod=(s1t ; s1(t+1))(ht+1) ≡ ∑1

s2t=0 f(ht+1 | s1t ; s2t ; s1(t+1))f(s2t | s1t) does not depend on
(s1t ; s1(t+1)). Now suppose we use the simplest version of Adams et al.’s Models (2)–
(4). That is, we model Ht+1 | S1t ; S2t ; S1(t+1) as N (+0 ++1S1t ++2S2t ++3S1(t+1); ,2) and
we model S2t as I(S∗

2t ¿ 0) where S∗
2t | S1t is N (.0 + .1S1t ; 1) so that pr[S2t =1 | S1t] =

/[.0 + .1S1t] with / the N (0; 1) cumulative distribution function.
We now demonstrate that this model is incompatible with the assumptions of Ex-

ample 4. First, by S1t having an intervention e0ect on S2t , we conclude .1 �= 0. Next,
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we compute the mean of Ht+1 under the distribution fod=(s1t ;s1(t−1))(ht+1) to obtain

Eod=(s1t ; s1(t+1))(Ht+1)≡
1∑

s2t=0

E[Ht+1 | s1t ; s2t ; s1(t+1)]f(s2t | s1t)

= +0 + +1s1t + +2/(.0 + .1s1t) + +3s1(t+1); (5)

which, by assumption, does not depend on s1t or s1(t+1). Therefore, since .1 is non-zero
and /(·) is non-linear, we must have +1=+2=+3=0. But all three betas cannot be zero,
since then the Granger non-causality hypothesis Ht+1�(S1t ; S2t ; S1(t+1)) would hold. We
conclude that if we use Adams et al.’s Models (2)–(4), then, in large samples we are
certain to reject the true “g”-null hypothesis that a simulated intervention on S1 does
not a0ect H due to model misspeci5cation. We now discuss alternative ways to model
the data (S1;S2;H) so the “g”-null hypothesis is not excluded a priori.

6.1. Models that avoid the null paradox

Our 5rst approach to avoiding the null paradox is based on a small but important
modi5cation of Adam’s et al.’s Models (2)–(4) proposed by Cox and Wermuth (1999).
Speci5cally, we again model S2t as I(S∗

2t ¿ 0) where S∗
2t | S1t is N (.0 + .1S1t ; 1), but

we now model Ht+1 | S1t ; S1(t+1); S∗
2t as N (+0 + +1S1t + +2S∗

2t + +3; ,2) so that now, for
example, E[Ht+1 | S1t ; S1(t+1); S2t] = +0 + +1S1t + +2E[S∗

2t | S1t ; S1(t+1); S2t] + +3S1(t+1). To
evaluate fod=(s1t ; s1(t+1))(ht+1) we now also require a model for S1(t+1) | S1t ; S∗

2t ; S2t which
we take as N (10 + 11S1t + 12S2t ; 1). We can avoid some lengthy algebra by noting
that Theorem F1 of Robins (1986) or Theorem 1 of Pearl (1995) and Robins (1995)
imply that if S1(t+1) | S1t ; S∗

2t ; S2t only depends on S∗
2t through S2t then fod=(s1t ;s1(t+1))(ht+1)

equals

fo
∗

d=(s1t ; s1(t+1))(ht+1) ≡
∫

f[ht+1 | s1t ; s∗2t ; s1(t+1)]f(s∗2t | s1t)ds∗2t ; (6)

where O∗ = (S1t ; S∗
2t ; S1(t+1); Ht+1). Now because all the regressions in (6) are linear

and the errors are normal, the null paradox is avoided. Speci5cally, fo
∗

d=(s1t ; s1(t+1))(ht+1)
is normal with variance not depending on s1t or s1(t+1) and mean +0 + +1s1t + +2(.0 +
.1s1t) + +3s1(t+1) = (+0 + +2.0) + (+1 + +2.1)s1t + +3s1(t+1). Thus, fo

∗
d=(s1t ; s1(t+1))(ht+1)

does not on s1t or s1(t+1) if and only if +3 = +1 + +2.1 = 0 which is allowed as it does
not imply the Granger null hypothesis. Cox and Wermuth’s approach straightforwardly
extends to the full version of Example 4. Of course, Cox and Wermuth’s approach
is quite restrictive because of the assumption of linearity and normality. We therefore
now consider two less parametric approaches.
Robins (1989, 1994, 1999) and Robins et al. (1992) have developed two classes

of causal inference models for panel and time series data that do not su0er from the
null paradox, the structural nested models (SNMs) and the marginal structural models
(MSMs). In this discussion, we treat structural nested mean models (SNMMs) and
marginal structural mean models (MSMMs) for estimating the e0ect of S1 on the mean
of H from n i.i.d. copies Oi of O={Ot ; t¿ 0}; Ot=(Ht; S1t ; S2t), and again Ht is prior
to St . MSMMs are generally used to estimate the e0ect of non-dynamic interventions
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d̃= S1 while SNMMs are used to estimate the e0ect of non-random dynamic regimes
d̃, where we have used the notation introduced in Section 2 with S1 in the role of
A. We shall also need to de5ne the related pseudo-marginal structural models and
pseudo-structural nested models for reasons that will become clear presently. A MSMM
speci5es a model

Eint
d=s1 [Ht] = gt( Es1;t−1;  ∗);  ∗ = ( ∗

0 ;  
∗
1 ) (7)

for the marginal mean of Ht under the intervention density fint
d=s1 [o], where  ∗ is

an unknown parameter to be estimated and gt( Es1;t−1; ( 0;  1)) is a known function
satisfying gt( Es1;t−1; ( 0; 0)) is a constant not depending on Es1;t−1, so  ∗

1 = 0 represents
the null hypothesis of no e0ect of the non-dynamic regimes s1 on the mean of H. A
pseudo-MSMM model replaces the non-identi5able intervention density fint

d=s1 [o] with
the identi5able g-functional density fod=s1 [o] based on the observed data O to obtain
the pseudo-MSMM model

Eod=s1 [Ht] = gt( Es1;t−1;  ∗): (8)

Models (7) and (8) will be identical if fint
d=s1 [o] = fod=s1 [o], as would be the case if,

for example, a causal system V = (U;O) represented by DAG 3 generated the data.
Until Section 7, we restrict attention to the identi5able pseudo-MSMM model (8) as
it, rather than MSMM (7), can be used in a faithfulness analysis of Example 4 that
does not su0er from the null paradox. Suppose we choose gt( Es1;t−1;  )= (1; ES ′

1;t−1) =

 0 +
∑t−1

m=0  1ms1m. Then a test of the hypothesis  ∗
1 = 0 provides a test of the “g”-null

hypothesis for the e0ect of S1 on H based on O (equivalently a test of Eq. (4)), as the
“g”-null hypothesis implies  ∗

1 =0. We can estimate  ∗ by the semiparametric inverse
probability of treatment weighted (IPTW) least-squares estimator  ̂ IPTW that solves
the weighted least-squares normal equation 0 =

∑n
i=1 UMSM; i( ). Here UMSM( ) =∑

t Wt[Ht − (1; ES ′
1;t−1) ](1; ES

′
1;t−1)

′ = 0
where

Wt =

∏t−1
j=0 f[S1j | ES1; j−1]∏t−1

j=0 f[S1j | ES1; j−1; EH 1; j ; ES2; j−1]
:

Wt is informally the product over time of the ratio of the probability of receiving the
treatment S1j one did indeed receive given past treatment history ES1; j−1 divided by the
probability of receiving the treatment S1j one did indeed receive given past treatment
history ES1; j−1 and outcome history ( EH 1; j ; ES2; j−1). Parametric models 5t by maximum
likelihood are used to estimate the numerator and denominator of Wt . Consistency of
 ̂ IPTW for the pseudo-SNMM parameter depends on having a correctly speci5ed model
for f[S1j | ES1; j−1; EH 1; j ; ES2; j−1] but not for f[S1j | ES1; j−1].

It will be convenient to de5ne a pseudo-SNMM now and withhold de5ning a SNMM
until Section 7. An additive pseudo-SNMM is a parametric model for the contrast

4tk( Es1t ; Eht ; Es2(t−1))≡Eod=( Es1t ;0)[Hk | Eht ; Es2(t−1)]−Eod=( Es1(t−1) ;0)[Hk | Eht ; Es2(t−1)]; k ¿ t;

where d = (Es1t ; 0) is the non-dynamic regime in which we set S1 to Es1t through t
and to zero thereafter, “zero” is a baseline value of treatment, and the conditional
expectations are under law fod=( Es1t ;0)[o] and fod=( Es1(t−1) ;0)[o], respectively. Note that
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we do not have to add the ES1t history to the conditioning events, since the his-
tory is non-random under the intervention history determined by these d’s. When
fod[o] =fint

d [o] this contrast represents the e0ect of one last blip of treatment of mag-
nitude s1t at time t compared to zero among people with previous treatment Es1(t−1)

and response ( Eht ; Es2(t−1)). Now, 4tk( Es1t ; Eht ; Es2(t−1)) = 0 if s1t = 0 or if the “g”-null hy-
pothesis for the e0ect of S1 on H based on O holds. A pseudo-SNMM speci5es that
4tk( Es1t ; Eht ; Es2(t−1)) = 4tk( Es1t ; Eht ; Es2(t−1);  ∗) where  ∗ is an unknown parameter to be es-
timated and 4tk( Es1t ; Eht ; Es2(t−1);  ) is a known function satisfying 4tk( Es1t ; Eht ; Es2(t−1); 0)= 0
so that a test of the hypothesis  ∗ = 0 is a test of the “g”-null hypothesis. A con-
sistent asymptotically normal semiparametric estimator of  ∗ is given by a so-called
g-estimator  ̂ that solves 0 =

∑
i USNMM; i( ) where USNMM( ) =

∑
t

∑
k:k¿t [Hk −∑k−1

m=t 4mk( ES1m; EHm; ES2(m−1);  )] {mt[ ES1t ; EHt; ES2(t−1)]− E[mt[ ES1t ; EHt; ES2(t−1)] | ES1(t−1); EHt;
ES2(t−1)]} with mt being a user-supplied vector function of the dimension of  and the
expectation in USNMM( ) is estimated by 5tting a parametric model for S1t | ES1(t−1); EHt;
ES2(t−1).
Robins (1994) and Robins et al. (1999) derive variation independent parameteriza-

tions for the joint distribution of the observed data (S1;S2;H) compatible with a given
pseudo-MSMM or given pseudo-SNMM that avoid the null paradox. These parameter-
izations allows Bayesian or parametric likelihood based estimation of  ∗, Eod[H] and
fod[h] for any d∈Do(S1) when desired.

7. Sensitivity analysis: an alternative to a faithfulness analysis

In this section, I describe sensitivity analyses based on MSMMs or SNMMs as an
alternative to a faithfulness analysis of causation.
Sensitivity analysis for MSMMs: To describe the proposed methodology, I need to

de5ne counterfactual responses. Let Hd;t be a subject’s response Ht if, possibly con-
trary to fact, the subject followed the regime d∈Do(S1). By assumption Hd=s1 ;t =
Hd=( Es1(t−1):0);t and Ht=Hd=( ES1(t−1):0);t . When fod(o)=fint

d (o) for all d∈Do(S1), then, (i)
by de5nition there are no unmeasured confounders for the e0ect of S1 on H given data
on O, and (ii) the contrast E[Hd=s1 ;t | Ehm; Esm−1; s1m]− E[Hd=s1 ;t | Ehm; Esm−1; s

†
1m] between

the conditional counterfactual mean among subjects with S1m = s1m with that among
subjects with S1m=s†1m with a common observed past ( Ehm; Esm−1) takes the value of zero.
Hence, a natural approach to modelling the magnitude of confounding of the e0ect of S1
on H due to unmeasured common factors (causes) is to specify a model q(t; Ehm; Es2(m−1);
Es1(t − 1); s†1m; .

∗) for the above contrast, where .∗ is an unknown parameter, q is a
known function (such as .[s1m − s†1m]) that is zero if s†1m = s1m or . = 0, so that the
magnitude and sign of .∗ indicates the degree and direction of confounding due to
unmeasured factors. Robins et al. (1999) proved that .∗ is non-parametrically uniden-
ti5ed as should be expected since it quanti5es the empirically unknowable degree of
confounding due to unmeasured factors. Hence, rather than trying to estimate .∗ from
the data, we regard .∗ as known and vary it in a sensitivity analysis as follows. De5ne
the selection bias corrected version H∗

t (.
∗) of Ht to be H∗

t (.
∗) =Ht −

∑t−1
m=0 Qm;t(.∗)
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where Qm;t(.∗)=
∫
q(t; EHm; ES2(m−1); ES1(t− 1); s†1m; .

∗) dF(s†1m | EHm; ESm−1). Robins et al.
(1999) proved that the IPTW estimator  ̂ IPTW ≡  ̂ IPTW(.∗) is consistent for the pa-
rameter 4∗ of the MSM Model (7) when q and .∗ are known if, in the de5nition of
UMSM( ), we replace Ht by H∗

t (.
∗) and our model for the law of S1t | EHt; ES(t − 1) is

correct. Large sample con5dence intervals for  ̂ IPTW(.∗) can be obtained using standard
statistical software. Final conclusions depend on the values of .∗ considered plausible.
Since the functional form of q is non-parametrically unidenti5ed, several sensitivity
analyses using di0erent functional forms should be reported.
Sensitivity analysis for SNMMs: A SNMM for the e0ect of the 5nal blip of treat-

ment of magnitude s1t among subjects with observed past history ( Eht ; Est−1) speci5es
that 4tk( Es1t ; Eht ; Es2(t−1);  ∗)=E[Hd=( Es1(t);0);k | s1t ; Eht ; Est]−E[Hd=( Es1(t−1);0);k | s1t ; Eht ; Est]; k ¿ t
where 4tk( Es1t ; Eht ; Es2(t−1);  ) has the same properties as in Section 6. To conduct a sensi-
tivity analysis, we specify a model qtk( Eht ; Es2(t−1); Es1t ; .∗) for E[Hd=( Es1(t−1);0);k |
Eht ; Es2(t−1); Es1t]−E[Hd=( Es1(t−1);0);k | Eht ; Es2(t−1); Es1(t−1); S1t = 0] where .∗ is a parameter and
qtk( Eht ; Es2(t−1); Es1t ; .) is a known function that is zero if .=0 or s1t=0. If fod[o]=fint

d [o]
so there is no confounding, then .∗ = 0. Robins et al. (1999) proved that neither .∗

nor qtk is non-parametrically identi5ed. Therefore, we regard .∗ as known and vary
it in a sensitivity analysis. De5ne H∗

tk(.
∗) =Hk − qtk( EHt; ES2(t−1); ES1t ; .∗). Robins et al.

(1999) show that with .∗ and qtk known, the g-estimate  ̂ ≡  ̂ (.∗) is consistent for
the SNMM parameter  ∗ if we replace Hk by H∗

tk(.
∗) in the tk-tera of USNMM( ).

In the case of MSMMs, an estimate  ̂ (.∗) of  ∗ immediately provides an estimate
of Eint

d=s1 [H] ≡ E[Hd=s1 ] for any s1. In the case of SNMMs, knowledge of  ∗, q and
.∗ only identi5es Eint

d=0[H]. Robins et al. (1999) provide additional non-identi5able
assumptions that are suMcient to identify Eint

d [H] for any d∈Do(S1).
Robins et al. (1999) also derived variation independent parameterizations for the

joint distribution of the observed data ( ES1; ES2; EH) compatible with a given MSMM or
given SNMM and their respective selection bias functions q and sensitivity parameters
.∗. These parameterizations allow Bayesian or parametric likelihood based estimation
of  ∗ under either model. Because of lack of identi5ability when q and .∗are unknown,
it will be essential for decision-making purposes to augment any sensitivity analysis
with a Bayesian analysis in which plausible priors are speci5ed for the selection bias
functions q and sensitivity parameters .∗ (jointly with the other parameters in the
likelihood).
A Bayesian perspective also allows us to precisely characterize the relationship of

a faithfulness analysis of causation to a sensitivity analysis approach based on MSMs
or SNMs in the context of Example 4. Speci5cally suppose, that as in Example 4, the
following are satis5ed by the true but unknown law of O: Eq. (1) is false and the
“g”-null hypothesis based on data O is true for the e0ect S1 on H but not on S2.
Then the calculations in Robins et al. (1999, Chapter 11) can be generalized to show
that, for a panel data study with sample size n, if the prior for .∗ puts positive mass
p on 0 (i.e., on the hypothesis of no unmeasured confounders for the e0ect of S1 on
H given data on O) then, as n → ∞, the posterior distribution for .∗ will converge
to a point mass at 0 and the posterior for the causal parameter  ∗ for a SNMM and
 ∗
1 for a MSMM will converge to a point mass at their null value of 0. That is, our
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inferences will agree precisely with those obtained by a faithfulness analysis: in large
samples, we will conclude both no unmeasured confounding and no causal e0ect of
S1 on H. However, if we use a smooth prior density for .∗ with respect to Lesbesgue
measure so that no point, including 0, is assigned a positive prior probability, then
even as n → ∞, our posteriors for .∗ and  ∗ of a SNMM ( ∗

1 of a MSMM) will
not converge to a point but rather will be distributions whose location and spread will
depend quite sensitively on the joint prior for the model. Thus, if, as I recommend,
we do not assign a positive probability to the event of no unmeasured confounders
(.∗ = 0), our causal inferences will depend strongly on the precise form of our prior
beliefs, regardless of the sample size.
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